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Transit Challenges. Practical Solutions.

Report 177
	Preliminary Strategic Analysis of Next Generation Fare Payment Systems
for Public Transportation
	This report explores attributes, implementation strategies, and applications of next generation
transit fare payment (NGFP) systems. It also documents the state of the practice of emerging fare
payments options for public transportation; develops a typology of available and anticipated
options for NGFP that can serve a broad range of transit agencies and stakeholders in the United
States; and evaluates the pros and cons of the options presented in the typology.

Report 115
Smartcard Interoperability Issues for the Transit Industry
This report explores interoperability; identifies information needed by public agencies to
implement smartcard payment systems interoperability; examines the necessary information
flows; and outlines a set of functions needed for a standard public domain application
programming interface.

Synthesis 131
College Student Transit Pass Programs
This report focuses on the relationship established between transit agencies and universities and
colleges, and documents current state of the practice to better develop and evaluate college
student transit pass programs. Many transit agencies currently have student pass programs
with colleges and universities. These programs have very different funding, fare and operating
structures, and student demographics.

Synthesis 125
Multiagency Electronic Payment Fare Systems
This report describes the current practice, challenges, and benefits of utilizing electronic fare
payment systems, such as smart cards.

Synthesis 96
	Off-Board Fare Payment Using
Proof-of-Payment Verification
	This report examines the application of proof-of-payment on transit
systems in North America and internationally. Issues addressed
include evasion rates, inspection rates, enforcement techniques,
duties of fare inspection personnel, adjudication processes, and the
kinds of penalties involved for evasion.

Synthesis 82
Transit Fare Arrangements for Public Employees
	This report explores the state of the practice for transit agencies in
terms of fare arrangements for public employees.
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